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Report To: SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE BOARD 

Report No: B/EC/01-15 

Date: 30 JULY 2015 

Report By: BOB BENSON, CHAIR, ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

 

Subject: ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE UPDATE 

 

1 PURPOSE 

1.1 To provide a briefing on the first meeting of the newly constituted Staff Governance 

Committee held in Perth on 10 June 2015. 

 

2 RECOMMENDATION 

2.1 The Board is invited to note the contents of this report. 

 

3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 The Board recently reviewed the roles, responsibilities and membership of its 

Standing Committees and agreed to establish an Engagement Committee which 

should meet in public whilst retaining the capacity to move into private session if 

required to discuss confidential matters.  The new Committee now carries over some 

of the responsibilities of the predecessor Local Stakeholder and Engagement 

Committee.  

3.2 Draft terms of reference were formally approved at the Board’s May 2015 meeting. 

 

4 MATTERS DISCUSSED 

4.1 The draft minutes of the Engagement Committee meeting of 9 June 2015 are 

attached as Appendix A. 

4.2 The Chair outlined the key responsibilities of the new Committee to members 

advising of the importance of considering the planning and processes that will 

Agenda 

Item:  8.5.a 
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underpin the scrutiny arrangements, and also to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

SFRS in delivering this agenda.  

4.3 The Committee is advisory and will make recommendations to the Board across all 

areas linked to Service engagement, particularly scrutinising the engagement and 

communication plans of the Service to ensure they meet the requirements of the 

Engagement Framework. 

4.4 A further key element is around liaison with the Performance Committee on the 

development, reporting, and scrutinising of key performance indicators referenced.  

4.5 Other matters discussed included: 

 An outline of the Engagement Framework document, approved at the November 

2014 Board meeting, was given to emphasise the key areas that the 

Implementation Plan should focus on.  A short-life working group was established 

to set out the core brief with the necessary processes and planning 

considerations to create the overall Implementation Plan to report back to our 

September meeting.  

 An update on the Strategic Plan 2016-2019 Development Engagement activity 

was given.  The outcomes of this will be brought back to the September meeting. 

 An update was given on the future Board Member Engagement and 

Communication Loop.  The consensus of opinion was that the status quo, after 

two years, needs to be reviewed and to that effect a working group was 

established with members and staff to make recommendations for the Committee 

to discuss at the September meeting. 

 An update was given on our early engagement plans, emergent thinking for 

upcoming reviews and learning from earlier exercises.  Processes are in place to 

have a wider engagement with the SFRS Sponsor Unit and to understand what is 

on the horizon for the Service and Ministers to address emerging issues. 

 Discussion took place on the establishment of a Chair of Committees’ Group to 

further liaise across all SFRS Board Committees.  A draft has been circulated 

and is with the Chair and Deputy Chair for their advice and approval. 

 It was confirmed that arrangements have now been put in place to service the 

new Committee structures and the Board Support Team. 

 The Chair requested that a forward business plan for the Committee’s work be 

devised to enable future programme planning.   

4.6 No members of the public attended and the Committee did not move into private 

session. 

4.7 The next meeting will be held on 9 September 2015.  
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5 CORE BRIEF 

5.1 The first meeting of the Engagement Committee was held in Perth on 9 June.  It is 

expected to meet quarterly.  Matters discussed included a re-iteration of its Terms of 

Reference for attenders; that we move to a formalised forward programme plan with 

standing business items at each meeting; updates and progress were given on the 

development of an Engagement Framework Implementation Plan, Strategic Plan 

Engagement activity, Review of Board Member Engagement and Communication 

Loop, Early Engagement Plans emergent thinking, establishment of a Committee 

Chairs’ liaison group, and arrangements to service and support the new Committee 

structure and Board Support Team.    

 

6 LIST OF APPENDICES TO THIS REPORT 

6.1 Appendix A:  Draft Minutes of the Engagement Committee meeting:  10 June 2015. 

 
 
 
 
BOB BENSON 
Chair, Engagement Committee 
 
30 July 2015 
 
 
(For further information, please contact: 
Business Support Team, SFRS HQ, 5 Whitefriars Crescent, Perth PH2 0PA 
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MEETING:  ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

LOCATION: PERTH FIRE STATION 
DATE: 10th JUNE 2015 at 13:30 

 
PRESENT:  Bob Benson (Chair); James Campbell (Board Member); Robin Iffla  (Board 
Member) 
 
IN ATTENDANCE: ACO Dave Boyle (Director of Service Delivery); ACO Robert Scott 
(Director of Strategic Planning, Performance and Communication); AM Hamish McGhie 
(Head of Strategic Planning and Performance);  GM John Joyce (Corporate Support 
Manager); WM Neil Kerr (Business Support); Lynne Dickson (Policy Advisor); Iain Harron 
(Scottish Government, Fire Division); John Wood (COSLA); Barbara Scott (Minutes) 
 
  ACTION 
1.  WELCOME  
   
1.1 Chair, Bob Benson welcomed everyone to the first meeting of the new 

Engagement                 Committee.  He particularly welcomed and 
introduced our two observer representatives from Scottish Government and 
CoSLA. 

 

   
2.  APOLOGIES  
   
2.1 Grant Thoms (Board Member), Martin Togneri (Board Member)  
   
3.  ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE AND MEMBER’S 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

   
3.1 These were signed off at the last Board meeting.   The Chair outlined the 

key responsibilities advising of the importance of considering the planning 
and processes that will underpin the scrutiny arrangements, and also, to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of SFRS in delivering this agenda. 

 

   
3.2 The Committee is advisory and will make recommendations to the Board 

across all areas linked to Service engagement, particularly scrutinising the 
engagement and communication plans of the Service to ensure they meet 
the requirements of the Engagement Framework.  As this is the key 
reference document, it is hoped that members will ensure they have a copy 
available for each Committee meeting as it will be constantly referred to. 

 

   
3.3 A further key element is around liaison with the Performance Committee on 

the development, reporting, and scrutinising of key performance indicators 
referenced within our Framework.  The Chairs of both committees will liaise 
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but it’s also hoped that one of the Engagement Committee members could 
do this on a more regular basis.  Martin Togneri, in his absence, was 
requested to take on this role. 

   
 Action: The Chair and Martin Togneri to liaise with the Performance 

Committee regarding Engagement Framework Implementation Plan 
performance indicators. 

MT 

   
4.  ENGAGEMENT FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION PLAN  
   
4.1 Lynne Dickson gave an outline of the Engagement Framework document 

which was approved at the Board Meeting in November 2014.  The 
Framework outlines six areas that the Implementation Plan should focus on.  
They are fairly self-explanatory but it is important to stress that we had 
developed a series of actions under each of these six areas and these were 
agreed by the Committee.  It is however important to emphasise the 
following: 

 

   

  Many are corporate processes that will be owned or overseen by Strategic 
Planning, Performance and Communication Directorate.  Some are already 
in place but others such as an Annual Engagement and Consultation Plan 
need to be developed. 

 

   

  Evaluating / measuring the success of our engagement activity is critical.  

   

  Specific engagement plans will be developed for significant projects.  

   

  Support and learning for officers on the ground is critical.  This equally 
applies to Board members on the application of the Framework and 
accompanying Guidance. 

 

   
4.2 Early engagement with the Chairs and Lead Officers who have 

responsibility for each area is key and beneficial to avoid duplication of 
effort. 

 

   
4.3 It is important that we now create a common template/core brief and 

provide a consistent message across the 17 LSO areas to capture 
effectively the outcomes of that engagement.  This should influence our 
direction of travel and feed in to the Improvement Team, which lies within 
Strategic Planning, Performance and Communication Directorate 
responsibility. A short-life working group to be established to set out the 
core brief with the necessary processes and planning considerations  to 
establish the overall Implementation Plan.  In addition to Lead Officers on 
this group, the Chair proposed Grant Thoms as an additional member 
providing continuity from his previous work on this through the predecessor 
committee.  He had already offered his services in this regard. 

 

   
4.4 In order to seek further perspectives around our engagement with 

communities, it was proposed by ACO Scott that we use IPSIS MORI to 
conduct a poll on our behalf across 1000 different socio-economic 
individuals across Scotland.   Although this has not yet been discussed with 
the SLT, it was viewed as a positive approach which the Committee 
endorsed. 
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 Action: John Joyce/Neil Kerr to reference specific engagement plans 
for significant projects with clear timelines and report back to the 
committee. 

BST 

 Action: John Joyce//Lynne Dickson/Neil Kerr to liaise with Grant 
Thoms as he will be a member of the short term working group. 

BST 

   
 

5.  STRATEGIC PLAN 2016/2019 DEVELOPMENT – ENGAGEMENT 
UPDATE 

 

   
5.1 AM McGhie gave an update of the progress made thus far with engagement 

partners and to seek their views and an update as to how this is taken 
forward.  Evidence was gathered by putting out briefing packs and the 
outcomes will generate a paper which will be brought back to this 
committee on 09th September.  Everything learnt from this process will be 
used as a template for how local plans are developed in the future and 
taken forward. 

 

   
5.2 Although numbers attending the Staff Engagement sessions proved 

disappointing, there was a lot of engaging throughout and in general the 
results were satisfactory. These results have been captured and the 
outcome will allow us to see the culture we currently have and what can be 
learnt from this. Staff will be able to view comments and questions via the 
intranet, which will be regularly updated.   It was noted that this was a 
resource intensive exercise but time well invested. 

 

   
5.3  Asked if the Trade Unions have formally been involved, AM McGhie 

advised that a presentation was done and the FBU in particular have taken 
up the offer to present to their Executive Group to which they have invited 
the other unions to attend. 

 

   
5.4 The Chair referenced the need to ensure that we can reach minority groups 

and broader community interests on the development of our strategic 
thinking and “big ticket” items going forward. 

 

   
 Action: AM McGhie to further update at next Engagement Committee HMcG 
   
6.  FUTURE BOARD MEMBER ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION 

LOOP 
 

   
6.1  ACO Boyle provided a verbal update of the Service’s journey to date.  In 

pursuit of one of the key aims of reform, Board members supported the 
three directors of service delivery and the Local Senior Officers, providing a 
clear link to the national picture, protecting local arrangements and 
enhancing relationships.   This action was welcomed by local authorities 
and created an element of engagement and enhanced relationships with 
the role of the LSO being one of the additional benefits of reform.  We now 
face significant challenges, not least financial, over the next 3 – 5 years. 
Audit Scotland’s recent report highlights a potential funding gap which will 
only be bridged with fundamental service redesign or radical change.  Audit 
Scotland have also highlighted the high degree of variation of engagement 
by Board members with local authorities and noted that this was under 
consideration.  Further, the SFRS has also recently concluded a Cultural 
Audit and have agreed an action plan to move from the current identified 
culture(s) to a preferred culture as identified by the Board and SLT. The 
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current geographical distribution of Board members may inhibit a wider 
appreciation of the differing cultures that are prevalent and therefore may 
mitigate against their vital leadership and scrutiny role in ensuring the 
delivery of the plan.  With the benefits of two years experience, the time is 
right to now discuss some other options to support on-going engagement. 

   
6.2 A lengthy discussion took place regarding the current role of Board 

members engagement locally with the need to give partners, particularly at 
local authority and community planning level, a realistic national perspective 
of what the SFRS is considering and the potential impact.  It would also be 
an opportunity to explore whether the current geographic distribution of 
Board members across the three service delivery areas is still fit for 
purpose, given the current emphasis on promoting a single service ethos. 

 

   
6.3 In considering the best way ahead, the consensus of opinion was that the 

status quo now requires some review to move forward and that further 
added value is required with a need for better consistency across Scotland.  
It is however important to emphasise the fact that consistency and ensuring 
added value from Board members doesn’t necessarily equate to a one size 
fits all approach to engaging with key partners.  Further, issues of trust and 
maintaining relationships, particularly at local level are paramount for future 
engagement and partnership.  There is also a need to use Board members 
more effectively both nationally and strategically to utilise their skills and 
expertise to the best advantage.  Finally, the on-going necessity to consider 
and restrain the cost resource of such activity is crucial for our credibility as 
a governance body. 

 

   
6.4 The outcome of the discussion highlighted a number of key areas that 

require to be reflected on, and addressed by both officers and members.  
The Chair therefore sought the creation of a small working group 
comprising DB, JC and RI to put together a paper which can be considered 
at the next meeting in September.  This paper would, subsequent to 
Committee approval, be submitted for future discussions with the Board.  
JC will do an early draft and circulate. 

 

   
 Action: Dave Boyle, James Campbell and Robin Iffla DB 
   
7.  EARLY ENGAGEMENT PLANS EMERGENT THINKING BY SERVICE 

FOR A) Emergency Cover Review  and B) Retained Duty System 
Review 

 

   
7.1  Important to stress that this item was intended as a broader discussion 

other than the two reviews referenced in the agenda and could equally be 
applied to earlier lessons learned from Control Room and Review of 
Specialist Appliances. 

 

   
7.2  ACO Scott advised that processes have been put in place to try and have a 

wider engagement with the Sponsor Unit and to understand what is on the 
horizon for the Service and for our Ministers, with 6 weekly meetings being 
factored in to discuss emerging issues.  Scottish Government has produced 
a spreadsheet which shows Ministers’ appointments over the next 12 
months suggesting areas where we might add value and also have media 
opportunities.  SFRS  has produced a forward plan for John Nicholson and 
his team, of issues which may emerge over the next 12 months which may 
be of media interest so that both sides can prepare thoughts and the 
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direction of travel. 
   
7.3 Dialogue is taking place between ourselves and the Sponsor Unit and we 

are considering the implications for both the Government and the Service 
for some of the items that are projected to come forward in the next 12 
months.  Once we have agreed the position on them we would then develop 
an engagement plan around some of those issues. 

 

   
8. ESTABLISHMENT OF INFORMAL CHAIR’S GROUP FOR CROSS 

LIAISON ACROSS SFRS COMMITTEES 
 

   
8.1 The general consensus from the Chairs of the new Board committees was 

that a Chairs group be established with Bob Benson being a member of that 
Group.  With the new committee structures coming into force it was felt that 
a more regular informal forum be held for an awareness of what is being 
discussed across committees to avoid duplication.  A draft has been 
circulated and is now with Kirsty Darwent who will take it to the Chair for his 
approval. 

 

   
8.2 These meetings will be cost neutral, 1 per month, 1 hour maximum with a 

set agenda and self-reporting back to the Chairs without any requirement or 
involvement of Board Support Team staff or resources.  Each committee will 
then subsequently advise their members on relevant information emerging 
from these sessions.  It is hoped that this can be actioned shortly. 

 

   
9. AOCB  
   
9.1 ACO Scott advised that ACO Ramsay, Director of P & P formerly on LSEC 

Committee has offered his support to this committee should it be required 
and this offer was gratefully received as we are working strategically across 
all the Directorates. 

 

   
9.2  ACO Scott confirmed that arrangements have now been put in place to 

service the new committee structures and the Board support team.  A 
support mechanism has been put in place for the new committees, which is 
suitable and satisfactory.  If it needs to be improved, ACO Scott will discuss 
with relevant Board Members and John Joyce. 

 

   
9.3  The Chair requested that a forward business plan for the Committee’s work 

programme be devised to enable future planning. 
 

   
 Action: John Joyce / Neil Kerr to develop forward business plan work 

programme. 
BST 

   
9.4 The Chair took the opportunity to thank Lynne Dickson, who is shortly due 

to retire, and to formally recognise the significant contribution she has made 
to our engagement work since our inception as a new body.  The 
Committee and it’s predecessor body have greatly valued and benefited 
from the support she has given to members and others.  The Committee 
warmly endorsed her contribution. 

 

   
 The meeting closed at 1515  
   
10. DATE OF NEXT MEETING  
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 Wednesday 09th September 2015  
 


